Abstract
Bitmair Equities Financial LLC aims at putting the pieces of the crypto economy together, which will be a

more fair, accessible, efficient, and transparent financial system made possible by the cryptocurrency
revolution. Bitmair Equities Financial LLC was created to give life to the radical notion that anybody
should transmit and achieve financial freedom quickly and safely. Bitmair delivers a dependable and
simple-to-use platform that allows users to access the broader cryptocurrency market. In addition,
Bitmair uses cutting-edge technologies like ML to gain more remarkable results.

Bitmair Equity Financial LLC
Bitmair Equities Financial LLC is an intelligent tracker and worldwide analytics crypto trading platform with the
largest crypto database. BITMAIR Equities Financial LLC also provides institutional and retail investors with
real-time, high-quality, dependable market and pricing data. We offer a complete and holistic perspective of
the cryptocurrency market as a market data supplier. In addition to bitcoin transaction data, order book
data, blockchain, historical data, social data, reports, audits, crypto reviews, and a suite of cryptocurrency

indices, we also provide cryptocurrency market data. Our objective is to increase transparency in the
cryptocurrency trading sector. We Trade in Currency Pairs, Commodities, Crypto Trade, Indices, Bonds and
Treasuries, ICO funding, and IEOs. All the trades are made using the PAMM mechanism and Machine learning
to gain accurate and reliable profits on the transactions.

About CEO
Mr. Keith Dalton, CEO of Bitmair Equities Financial LLC, sets and evolves the strategic
direction for the company and its portfolio of offerings while nurturing a strong
leadership team to drive its execution. Mr. Keith Dalton has traveled a long way
alongside Bitmair Equities Financial LLC which has enabled him to get an insight into the
markets at its very best and attend to the client's needs accordingly. In terms of income,

BITMAIR Equities Financial LLC is the world's largest cryptocurrency trading company,
generating over billions in annual sales. Moreover, according to him (CEO), it is too late
to put the proverbial cryptographic "genie" back in the bottle at this time.
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A pioneer in online trading systems for individual investors,
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have grown to become a leading online financial services

extension of our cryptocurrency indices. Our goal is to

company that focuses on serving investors and traders with an
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exceptional technologically savvy experience supported by

continue providing the greatest digital asset trading

dedicated professional support.

experience in the market.

our

clients' best

interests and

1. Currency Pairs
The ability to chart your financial trajectory is provided by BITMAIR.com,
regardless of whether you are an experienced trader or a crypto novice. There is
an ever-increasing number of cryptocurrency pairs available for you to invest, as
well as a host of tools and services to help you maximize your investment
potential as you expand your portfolio.

2. Commodities
From an investor's standpoint, commodity trading is simply the process of
purchasing and selling these raw resources to profit or hedge risk. Not all of the
thousands of cryptocurrencies are available on every exchange. BITMAIR.com is
the top cryptocurrency investing solution for institutions of all sizes, offering

everything from over-the-counter trading to personalized white-glove account
management. All of our markets have significant liquidity and reasonable pricing,
allowing you to reach your investment objectives swiftly and confidently using
our affiliation program.

What Does
Bitmair Offer?

3. Crypto trade
Along with offering the highest level of security available in the market, our wide

variety of crypto and fiat currency funding alternatives gives you the ability to
trade from any location in the globe. Moreover, you can begin earning with
Crypto Trade by just activating your suitable package in as little as a few
minutes after creating a BITMAIR account. So start now by signing up for one.

4. Indices
All of our real-time indexes and spot rates are accurate to the second, and they
are updated on a second-by-second basis across all of our data sources.
Indicators and spot rates are collected from order book data from the world's
leading cryptocurrency exchanges, providing users with comprehensive and
real-time pricing of aggregate demand for a particular cryptocurrency. They

allow users to label portfolios, manage risk, and do so with the least likelihood of
being manipulated.

What Does
Bitmair Offer?

5. Bonds and treasuries
BITMAIR.com is committed to providing minimal fees and a wide range of digital
and fiat funding choices to help you get the most out of your cryptocurrency
investments. As a result, it's now easier than ever to perform crypto trades from
anywhere in the world, thanks to fast, flexible funding. The BITMAIR.com Futures
Contracts are powered by our Reference Rates and Settlement Prices, calculated
using transaction data from several cryptocurrency exchanges and updated

once a day, every day of the year.

6. ICO funding and IEO
A virtual currency investment or an initial coin offering (ICO) is hazardous. Over a
short period, the value of a currency can move considerably. The value of
cryptocurrencies and initial coin offerings (ICOs) is determined by their

popularity at a given time, which can be determined by factors such as the
number of people who use them. On its fast-developing IEO platform,
BITMAIR.com has achieved significant growth and success.

What Does
Bitmair Offer?

•

Legal company - Bitmair Equity Finance is an authorised investment organisation
incorportaed and regulated in the USA.

•

Top Notch Support - Our World Class CRM support team is prepared to overcome any
problems and find the best solution to assist our clients through 24/7 live chat support and
Social media platforms.

Why
Choose
Us?

•

Transparency - Our Trades guarantee your benefits by providing complete transaprency
to attain trust and beliefs to make an excellent decisions.

•

Secure Control Panel - Our website uses a secure control panel to monitor and safeguard
your account at all times conveniently.

•

Quick Withdrawal - Services of speedy withdrawals are possible within 24 hours after the
request is placed—service of speedy withdrawals possible at your convenience in case of
uncertainties.

•

Global Access - Bitmair.com can be accessed from any nook and corner of the globe. Your
dashboard can be logged in from anywhere without any restrictions, even from your
smartphone.

Perks of
Trading With
Bitmair

• Easy Account Opening

• Multiple Trading Products

• No Middlemen

• Personalised Customer Support

• Minimal Transaction Cost

• Live Customer Support

• Leverage

• Multiple Bonuses

• High Liqudity

• Easy Withdrawal

Testimonials
One of Bitmair's most impactful moments was

From 2013, after giving up on the job Industry, I moved into

how you handled Crypto and Forex. You showed

the MLM industry in search of a company that offers (1)

the power of user testing in shaping a feature

fair compensation, (2)education (3) health and wellness

roadmap. Your efforts increased the likelihood

all in one house. And Guess what?.. . In the Year 2021, a

that we satisfy and delight users. I appreciate the

great and effective door has opened unto me and the

Customer Service provided. I'd love to see you do

whole world! Bitamir Equity Finance is surely the place for

more of this. Thanks for the Support.

me and you to retire from, a place to rewrite history from.

Billy Sinclair

Charlie Rogers

Testimonials
Hello guys, I appreciate your work. The way you are increasing

Not a surprise, this is one of the best

the value of our money that's Amazing with your product and

companies I

packages. I have been using Bitmair Equity Finance for the last

financial struggle can be over soon. You

year, and after coming online, I also referred it to my friends, and

have to trust Bitmair Equity Finance, and I bet

my family is now also earning profit. This is a 100% worldwide

you won't regret it. Thanks to these amazing

Independent

have

platforms and their team, you guys are an

changed their way of life doing Bitmair. Thank you and best of

awesome and a great addition to this

luck. - Ryan Stanley

company. - Callum Turnbull

Ryan Stanley

Callum Turnbull
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across...
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Compensation Plans
Star

Professional

Executive

Min Invest - $100

Min Invest - $15,001

Min Invest - $50,001

Max Invest - $15,000

Max Invest - $50,000

Max Invest - above

ROI - 0.75% - 1.5%

ROI – 1.5% - 2.25%

ROI – 2.25% - 3%

Referral - 7%

Referral - 8%

Referral - 10%

Matching Bonus - 9%

Matching Bonus - 9%

Matching Bonus - 9%

Capping - $2500

Capping - $5000

Capping - $7500

ROI % - 200%

ROI % - 200%

ROI % - 200%

Trade Wallet - Every Sunday
Leadership Bonus - Monday to Friday
Affiliate Wallet - Monday to Friday

Minimum Withdrawal - $20
Withdrawal Charges - 8%
Withdrawal Timing – 09.:00 – 14:00 (UTC – 05:00) US based time

Withdrawals

Bronze
Required Left Business : $ 20000
Required Right Business : $ 20000
Once Achieved, you will get $ 500 in Bitmair Wallet
And a Apple series 6 watch.

Silver
Required Left Business: $ 50000
Required Right Business:$ 50000
Once Achieved, you will get $1,000 in Bitmair Wallet
And a Brand New Iphone 13 pro.

Gold

Required Left Business : $ 150000
Required Right Business : $ 150000
Once Achieved, you will get $2,500 in Bitmair Wallet
And a Brand New latest Macbook pro.

Ranks

Platinum
Required Left Business : $ 300000
Required Right Business : $ 300000
Once Achieved, you will get $4,000 in Bitmair Wallet
And a Brand new Sportsbike worth $3500.

Diamond

Required Left Business : $ 500000
Required Right Business : $ 500000
Once Achieved, you will get $7,000 in Bitmair Wallet
And a Brand new sports car.

Immortal
Required Left Business: $ 1000000
Required Right Business: $ 1000000
Once Achieved, you will get $10,000 in Bitmair Wallet,
3% stakes ownership in the Company, and 10D/11N Europe Trip
for 5 pax with all expenses paid.

Ranks

Manager - 15 active direct referrals - 1%
Senior Manager - 40 active direct referrals - 1.5%

Director - 100 active direct referrals - 2%
Vice President - 250 active direct referrals - 3%
President - 500 active direct referrals - 5%
Chief - 1000 active direct referrals - 10%

Leadership
Achievement
Bonus

Roadmap
Dec 2019

Oct 2020

Brainstorming of idea to launch an

Research & Ideation - The right

platform where investors from all

business idea was formed after the

over the world can experience the

extensive market research.

worldclass service of our platform

Mar 2020

September 2021

Feb 2021

Planning and Team formation with

Preparation of whitepaper with the

the industry experts to provide the

objective of delivering the best

best service to our clients.

service and follow all legal terms to
be an astonishing platform for the
users across the globe.

Roadmap
Aug 2021

Jun 2022

Domain Booked and Development

Successful prelaunch of the

started for the world class web

platform after testing and

experience.

debugging.

Coming Soon

Oct 2021

September 2021

Nov 2022

Official Mega Launch Event in Dubai

Launch of exchange and ICO in the

with represtatives from all across the

market.

globe

Team
Founder CEO Presidient
Keith Dalton

Co Founder Vice – President
Jinanne West
She has been a deep asset for overall development for the c ompany. We take

Mr. Keith Dalton

is an expert when

talk is about digital Trading and

Pride in having suc h an intellec tua l among us. She is an industry expert with
vast experinec e in Forex working with top notc h brokers.

T ec hnology. He has enormous
ideas in regards to Forex and
online trading. Mr. Keith
Dalton

has given all his

dedic ation in making B itmair an
ideal plac e for traders to invest. He
has been a deep asset for overall

HR & Cultural development
Christina Granados
She plays an importan t role in managing

personnel or people management

development for the c ompany. We

in the c ompany and maintain a healthy environment in the organist a io n. Her

take Pride in having suc h an

main objec tive is to establi sh and use a workforc e that is able and

intellec tua l among us.

motivated, in order to ac hieve the goals of an organiza ti on.

Team
Manager and Admin
Bart Holzer

Programmer
Christian Bottorff

Trade and Finance Head
Tj Hampton

He is fast and ac c urate proc essing

He leads the tec hnic al team and

He evolves his methodolog ie s

of internal and external funds flow.

ac ts as a progress c haser to have

along with the team development

T he entire ac c ounts department is

an overall storming sessions and

and has a time agenda to book the

taken c are by him and he is

user friendly interfac e on our

relibale and sound profits using

responsib le to providing the best

platf orm.

the tec hnology availab le and data.

CR M support to our c lients.

Compliance and General Counsel - Marty Cohen

Facebook - Bitmair
Instagram - bitmairef

Pinterest - bitmair
Twitter - bitmair
Youtube – Bitmair Equities Financial LLC
Medium – bitmair

Contact Us

Thank You

